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Meridian Clearing Insights / Hidden Planet Qualities / Spinal
Affirmations ~ Two-hour Rhythms through 24 hours, to clear the Dream
Cycles of the old cosmos1
3-5am ~ Lung Meridian ~ Neroli Distorted Emotions: Grief, Intolerance, Frustration, Bitterness
oil (Lu 7)
Perspective: Through releasing resistance that sees imperfection, and releasing the fear of not making the right
choices or taking the right actions, clarity is restored. Authenticity unfolds and the journey of life becomes a
graceful one.

Insight of Harmlessness ~ Transparent Truth:

From the moment a lie is told, the whole cosmos conspires to reveal it. The nature of life is truth that flows in an
unstoppable expression. An untruth is an attempt to obstruct the flow of life itself and must eventually fail in its
pitiful effort to pit itself against Infinite expression in action.

Granuchva

(-) Gladness of Heart (+) Focus ~ Manifestation
“The one who speaks cannot listen. Life whispers its mysteries
into the ear of one who listens in silence”.

With gladness of heart from an eternal perspective, and unwavering and steadfast focus, does
effortless manifestation follow.
Spinal Affirmations:
I am an unfolding work of art. (T9)
I dwell in the eternal peace of integrated co-operation. (T10)

1Note: The information in this table comes from Almine's vast body of work, which I reference in numerous places. The
table pulls together certain element that we have been studying in the Foundation 1 program, with the addition of the
meridian's perspective, that is from the Bridge of No-Time manuscript.
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5-7am ~ Large Intestine Meridian ~
Jasmine oil (LI 4/11/20)

Distorted Emotions: Guilt; Disappointment,
Remorse;Opposition to Change

Perspective: The self-guided journey is one of inner strength and self-sovereignty. The aspects of life that we
can self-determine are our responses to what lies before us, and what we choose to be inspired by. It is
through our inspiration that we are guided, rather than through the forced change of our hardships.

Insight of Harmlessness ~ Decisions of Empowerment

~The only form of persecution to fear is self-persecution. Decisions based on protectiveness, persecute the
self by denying its ability to manifest a life of unfolding grace and self-sovereign abundance. Protectiveness
attracts persecution, whereas the self-sovereign confidence of the highest truth expressed mobilizes the
support of the cosmos.

(+) Strength (-) Fluidity ~Triumphant
Intent

Bru-aret

“As you awaken from life’s dream, a formless form in life’s
endless sea, new tools are needed for spaceless space – to
dance with the One Life in a paradoxical embrace. Let multisensory perception the five senses replace. When the need
to know dissolves, effortless knowing takes its place.”
Like a reed in the wind that flexibly bends, in graceful fluidity and core strength of my
'realness', I live the triumph of intent.

Spinal Affirmations:
I simultaneously observe and participate. (T11)
I rest in the labor of being. (T12)
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7-9 am ~ Stomach Meridian
~Sandalwood Oil (St36 /St2)

Distorted Emotions: Disgust; Greed; Shame; Blame

Perspective: Intolerance for others can be replaced by a mindset that searches for inspiration in the daily
encounters of life. Unsung heroes are found everywhere because, unlike physical courage, moral courage goes
unseen. To find the beauty of life as an unfolding work of art requires the still poise of a master, who is able to
see behind the appearances. Behind appearances, the mirrors of self-reflection dissolve also, and you become
free from self-made prison bars.

Insight of Harmlessness ~ The Fluidity of Time

~The past changes from the choices of the moment. But the past cannot change when we hold onto it in our
memories, or when we have abandoned the moment. The moment only has the power to change the past and
the future when our awareness is fully focused on it. When we live in the future or the past they become our
tyrants.

Selbelechvi

(+) Grace (-) Effortless Accomplishment
~ Restoration of Magic
“No matter your choice of paths you traverse, the journey
since birth that you travel on Earth, all roads lead up the
mountain of timelessness and into the arms of eternity.”

Through the effortless manifestation of a life without self-reflection, I walk in grace, the
magical journey of continual deeper revelations from life.

Spinal Affirmations:
I am the poetic perspective. (L1)
I delight in the beauty of my being. (L2)
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9-11am ~ Spleen Meridian ~Goddess

Distorted Emotions: Worry, Anxiety, Self-destructiveness,

Oil (Sp 6/9)

Mood swings

Perspective: Through our aware appreciation, life flourishes in our environment. Through self-appreciation,
the inner conflicts of obsolete programs yield to self-supported peace and contentment.

Insight of Harmlessness ~ Spontaneous Becoming

~ We encase ourselves in the rigid armor of our past stories. Driven by our need for continuity, we hold onto
past stories, denying ourselves the fluid contribution of new vision. In releasing the desire for permanence,
reference points and continuity, we release the constrictions of belief systems. Spontaneous becoming is then
revealed bringing with it the gift of self-regeneration.

Husvaa
(+) Clarity (-) Delight ~ Discovery
“The only language anyone hears is the One Life’s eternal
song. Where only One Being in reality exists, communication
does not. Communication is part of life’s great conspiracy. In
order to dance, it pretends duality.”
In the fluid reference point of delight from which I hear the eternal song of the One Life, clarity leads
me to see behind appearances and discover the ever newness and all potential of unfolding life.

Spinal Affirmations:
I find my eternal presence in all. (L3)
I move through all expressions of existence. (L4)
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11am-1pm ~ Heart Meridian~
Rose Oil (Ht 7)

Distorted Emotions: Joylessness, Injury from Anger, Self-pity, Neediness

Perspective: The decision to live a life of mastery of mind and self-sovereignty of emotional needs is a large
one, like deciding to build a temple. The bricks however, have to be laid one shining moment at a time.

Insight of Harmlessness ~ Embracing Endlessness

~ Death is a result, not a cause. Its perceived tyranny is an illusion, since we are the first cause of anything that
transpires in our reality. Death is the tool, the purification rite used by infinity to sweep clean the attempts to
dam up the flow of eternal life with belief systems. When we release our identities and belief systems, the need
for aging and death disappears as well.

(+) Harmlessness (-) Adoration ~
Expansive Vision

Minut

“All comfort zones consist of the familiar and the
known whether one is in ego-identification or the
mastery of expansion. Life must become the
unknowable to become One with the Infinite.”
Engaging life with the impeccable self-mastery of infinite patience, care, and harmlessness, my
every act is one of adoration that bears the quality of the expansive vision of becoming One with the
Infinite.

Spinal Affirmations:
I experience fusion through resonance. (L5)
I am beginningless and endless. (C1)
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1-3pm ~ Small Intestine Meridian ~ Distorted Emotions: Insecurity, Overwhelm, Sadness, Abandonment,
Lotus oil (SI-3/SI-19)
Unheard
Perspective: Acknowledge with gratitude the support of the universe, for that which receives gratitude
increases. As an expression of Infinite life, you do not need to justify your existence. You complete the
picture of the artistry of life in your own unique way.

Insight of Harmlessness ~ Endless Supply

~ The possibility of depletion and loss can no more exist than a hole can be made in the ocean. As soon as
something is removed from our environment, something rushes in to take its place and fill the gap. When we
are bereft of a loved one, we cannot imagine that anything could compensate for it. Yet the loved one has at
some level volunteered to provide us with the opportunity to gain strength, depth and other valuable gifts from
the experience.

Huspave
(+) Compassion (-) Purity ~ New Beginnings
“We are bound as much by what we love as by what we fear.
In loving the trappings of the world - power, piety, affluence
and extravagance - we cannot begin to build Heaven on
Earth.”
Through expressing compassion from undistorted purity of being, and in ever new being, are new
beginnings forged.
With purity of surrender and compassion for all experiences, an attitude I guard through selfresponsibility to evolving awareness, all my experiences in life serve new beginnings.

Spinal Affirmations:
I am shadowless (C2)
I release all personality. (C3)
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3-5pm ~ Bladder Meridian ~ Saffron Distorted Emotions: Fright/Shock,Impatience, Restlessness,
oil (UB10/UB60)
Unfulfilled
Perspective: Upon the many roads of Infinite intent, the individual may choose which one he wishes to
travel on. Unless he listens to the inspired guidance of the heart, the journey will be determined by the
forced, and often traumatic, prodding of life. The self-sovereign acceptance that our life can unfold with
grace when inspired, provides a beacon of hope on the eternal journey.

Insight of Harmlessness Comfort with the Eternal Journey

~ We are challenged to move beyond the boundaries of our comfort zones by the more enlightened, as well as
the less enlightened in our environment. The master and the fool thus serve the same purpose of helping us
transcend our existing paradigms and evolve our interpretive expression of our part in the Infinite’s design. In
embracing whatever form our challenge to expand our horizons comes in, our comfort with the eternal
journey grows. Our confidence in our ability to meet the challenges of life deepens .

Kruganet
(+) Reverence (-) Serenity ~ Inclusiveness
“Time is a tool rather than a reality. It helps sustain the
illusion of form. In timelessness, the tyranny of the
appearance that form is solid releases its grip.”

With a serene heart that perceives only perfection, and in reverence for all life, I live the
power of all inclusiveness and walk the masterful journey of timeless existence.

Spinal Affirmations:
I awaken to the fullness of my being. (C4)

I am surrendered to Infinite Intent. (C5)
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5-7pm ~ Kidney Meridian ~ Narcissus oil (K1/K27)

Distorted Emotions: Fear, Indecision, Loss, Victimization

Perspective: Wanting life to change in beneficial ways, but losing sight of the fact that we accomplish this
by changing ourselves is to abdicate the throne of self-determination.

Insight of Harmlessness ~ The Self-examined Life

~ When we see others in life stagger and fall under burdens and challenges, we could be led to deduce that
there are some situations we are not equipped to cope with. But for every challenge we face, we have what it
takes to surmount it. Even if it feels as though our hearts have broken and our life lies in ashes, the eternal
aspect rises again like spring grass in a blackened field. Painful challenges come to awaken those unused
qualities and unexpressed strengths we hide in false humility. To push our limits, and stretch our wings
slightly each day, makes forced change unnecessary, yielding instead to graceful change.

Uvelesbi

(+) Creativity (-) Surrender ~Alignment
“Let me tell you of my hunger – insatiable it has been – to
know what never has been known before, to see what has
not been seen. Yet through all the realms I have searched,
all I found is me.”

In aware surrender and courage to expand, the One Life impels creative expression through
my uniqueness, producing in me the rapture of deep alignment.

Spinal Affirmations:
The currents of eternity flow through me. (C6)
I am the one and the many. (C7)
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7-9pm ~ Pericardium Meridian ~
Henna Flower oil (P6)

Distorted Emotions: Emotional Injury, Addiction,Jealousy, Regret

Perspective: To express authentically, from a purified heart, reveals the mystery of the self through our actions.
Through unfolding self-knowledge comes self-love and self-regard. It is when we enjoy our own company that,
being self-fulfilled, we find joy in interaction with others.

Insight of Harmlessness Choosing our Reality

~ We have misunderstood our role in manifesting opposition in our lives. Because it seemed that some
external force was inflicting the hardships, we rationalized what else would seem out of our control. We called
it ‘an inescapable part of life.’ We gave it the noble purpose of testing and shaping us. Although gaining its
insights, once we are in the midst of hardship, is the most expedient way not to have to repeat it, it is by no
means a necessary way to learn. Living in full awareness, to change perception fluidly in the moment, can
achieve the same impetus to move with grace in the infinite dance of existence.

Kaanigvit

(+) Absolute Truth (-) Release ~
Empowerment
“All life is unknowable. There is nothing to understand,
nothing to strive to become when we are an expression of
the One. Yet the creation is the Creator. In the One Life no
relationship can there be. Embracing the contradiction is
living a life of peace.”

In the absolute truth that emerges on courageous release of all that has become obsolete, I
am empowered to unselfconscious expression of ever greaterness.

Spinal Affirmations:
I am open to receive from myself. (T1)
I am fulfilled beyond my expectations. (T2)
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9-11pm ~ Thyroid Meridian ~ God
Blend oil (TW5)

Distorted Emotions: Hopelessness, Depression, Despair, Suicidal

Perspective: Finding at least one thing each day to be grateful for and one thing that makes us happy, breaks
the pattern of despair and depression one step at a time. This signals the brain to release the hormones that
establish well-being and thus our joyous response to life increases.

Insight of Harmlessness ~ Creative Contribution through Emphasis

~ In certain religions the devil, representing evil, is elevated to the status of being the opposite of the Infinite.
The same inconceivable over-valuing of evil is done by many who fear it, protect against it, and worry about it
entering the lives of themselves or their loved ones. It is this misperception that empowers it and makes it come
alive, as though worrying about your shadow can bring it to life. To turn on the light, banishes shadows.
Remove your focus from perceived evil; find what within yourself you are not accepting, and focus on living to
the fullest of your heart’s content. Be generous with yourself in supporting the song of your heart.

Hubelas

(+) Impeccability (-) Faith ~ Guided
Actions
“With all man’s striving to achieve and increase, instead of
abundance he increases his needs. Free from desires and
through daily gratitude he attracts success and the flow of
plenitude.”

My unwavering faith in the benevolence of life and my commitment to impeccability in trust,
bring clear guidance such that life unfolds through inspired, inevitable action.

Spinal Affirmations:
I fluidly anticipate abundant existence. (T3)
I respond to the Intent of the Eternal Being. (T4)
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11pm-1am ~ Gall Bladder Meridian ~
Patchouli oil (GB 20/21)

Distorted Emotions: Rage, Impotence,Self-importance,Stagnant/stuck

Perspective: When we are ready to transcend an existing paradigm’s boundaries, we often find ourselves
feeling hemmed in and confined. The butterfly leaving the cocoon and the baby leaving the womb both feel
the same discomfort that compels them forward, beyond present boundaries.

Insight of Harmlessness ~ Miracles through Surrendered Trust

~ The true meaning of humility is an approach to life that acknowledges the unknowable nature of existence,
but embraces it with a surrendered trust. Trust stems from the knowing that the manifestation of Infinite
Intent comes in the form of subtle promptings that you are able to interpret through effortless cooperation
with life. In complete oneness with Infinite Intent, the mind empties of old knowledge and the heart opens to
new possibilities.

Piritnet

(+) Celebration (-) Hopeful Expectation~
Engendered Support
“Eliminating mind that judges and divides requires
complete surrender to life. From resistance arise
thoughts that confine, creating the ties that bind. A
surrendered life, free of strife, receives the abundance
that Source provides.”

In hopeful expectation and celebration of life I am restored to potency--limitations shatter
and the universe is compelled to support such a surge of power directed to a higher reality.

Spinal Affirmations:
I see the ever-newness of eternity. (T5)
I am in complete Oneness through Surrender. (T6)
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1-3am ~ Liver Meridian ~ Gardenia oil Distorted Emotions: Protectiveness, Desire to save, Phobias,
(Liv 3)
Obsessiveness
Perspective: To cultivate an eternal perspective, and a poetic point of view, sees life as an unfolding work of
art. The knowledge that whatever choices we make from our highest truth, we are contributing in a unique
way, releases the angst of inadequate performance on our part. Without fear of failure, we can approach life
with aware appreciation.

Insight of Harmlessness ~ Immaculate Timing

~ Life unfolds with immaculate timing, even if we imagine that in some way we may have missed a chance,
been too late or too premature. Like the perfection of a spider web, in which each thread is dependent on
every other thread, timing affects trillions of other events and jointly creates an expression of Infinite Intent.
We may wish for something to have unfolded differently, and think its timing to be flawed, but in trust we can
feel what only a larger perspective can reveal: the absolute perfect purpose behind every event.

Vaa-usta

(+) Timing (-) Patience ~ Universal
Cooperation
“What can be defined cannot exist in reality. That which is
real has been an indescribable part of the One throughout
eternity.”

In trusting patience that knows divine timing is flawless, I cooperate with the universal
rhythms of Infinite Intent.

Spinal Affirmations:
I release all need to control outcome. (T7)
I exist authentically. (T8)
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